Agreement for using the iHEARu-EAT corpus between
University of Passau, Chair of Complex and Intelligent Systems (UP-CIS), Passau, Germany

Name (must be permanent staff member):

Institution:

Address:

email: *

phone: 
__________________________________________________________________________

The licensee agrees to the conditions of use specified herein. After signing this agreement, (s)he will be provided with a personal password allowing to download the speech data and necessary labelling files. The licensee is allowed to use these data exclusively. Papers submitted that make use of this corpus further need to cite [1]:


The corpus is handed over without guarantee. No legal claims of any kind can be derived from accepting and using the corpus. The rights belong to UP-CIS. UP-CIS is not liable for any damage resulting from receiving, installing or using the corpus or any other files provided by UP-CIS in this context. Handing over the corpus or any other files which have been provided by UP-CIS containing information derived from it (labelling files, etc.) by the licensee to any third party may not be done without the expressed written consent of UP-CIS. Any models, derived from data containing the corpus may - just as the speech data themselves - only be used for scientific, non-commercial applications.

__________________________________________________________________________

I have read and understood this user agreement and will comply with it.

date: name (same as given above):

__________________________________________________________________________

* A user name and a password will be sent to this email address.